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- **Requirements:**
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  - Time resolution on single hit \(< 100ps\)
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- System level solution \(\rightarrow\) sensor, **front-end electronics** and tracking logic

- 10 INFN research unit involved
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**Charge Sensitive Amplifier (CSA)**

- **Output voltage amplitude** $\propto$ **input charge**
- **Constant peaking and falling times** $\rightarrow$ **good timing performance**
- **Low noise**

**Krummenacher Filter:**
- Active feedback path $\rightarrow$ pulse shape
- **DC current compensation** $\rightarrow$ **input leakage current**
- **DC voltage setting** $\rightarrow$ full range exploitation
- **50 nA** total current $\rightarrow$ small power consumption impact
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Inverter → digital output buffer

Offset Correction Circuit: store offset variability inside $C_{oc}$
  - correct intra-channels variability
  - set input DC level
● **1st** stage: low gain, differential
● **2nd** stage: high gain, single ended
● $t_d \sim 5\,\text{ns}$ average delay time
● 3 $\mu\text{A}$ total current
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- **Noise induced jitter**: \( \sigma_{tn} = \frac{SNR}{T_{pk}} \)
- In 28 nm, for low range signals: \( SNR \sim 14.5 \),
- Simulated \( \sigma_{tn} \sim 100 \) ps RMS
- Optimization needed

\begin{align*}
\text{SNR} &= \frac{V_{peak}}{V_{noise}} \\
\text{Noise} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \cdot \frac{V_{peak}}{\text{SNR}}
\end{align*}
Noise induced jitter: \( \sigma_{tn} = \frac{SNR}{T_{pk}} \)

In 28 nm, for low range signals: SNR \( \sim 14.5 \),

Simulated \( \sigma_{tn} \sim 100 \) ps RMS

Optimization needed
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- Current pulses obtained assuming constant pulses **duration** → input charge: \((1 \div 10)fC\)
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